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We demonstrate theoretically that electric field can drive a quantum phase transition between band
insulator to topological insulator in CdTe/HgCdTe/CdTe quantum wells. The numerical results
suggest that the electric field could be used as a switch to turn on or off the topological insulator
phase, and temperature can affect significantly the phase diagram for different gate voltage and
compositions. Our theoretical results provide us an efficient way to manipulate the quantum phase
of HgTe quantum wells. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3268475�

Topological insulator �TI� is a very recent discovery and
has attracted a rapid growing interests due to its unique
transport property.1–4 TIs possess a gap in the bulk but a
gapless edge states at its boundary, therefore display remark-
able transport property due to the presence of the topological
edge states, e.g., quantum spin Hall effect �QSHE�. The
QSHE is protected by the time-reversal symmetry and robust
against the local perturbation, e.g., impurity scattering.
Searching for new TI becomes a central issue in this rapid
growing field. Recently, the HgTe quantum wells �QWs�
have been demonstrated to be a two-dimensional TI to ex-
hibit the QSHE �Ref. 3� and BiSb alloys have been proven to
be a three-dimensional TI with a conducting surface. few
other materials, such as InAs/GaSb QWs, BiSe, BiTe, and
SbTe alloys,6 are also predicted to be TIs and demonstrated
experimentally. Besides finding new TI materials, searching
the ways to drive a band insulator �BI� into a TI is also
important. It has been demonstrated to be possibly realized
by tuning the thickness of HgTe QW. However, tuning the
thickness of QW is not a convenient way to drive the phase
transition. Therefore other efficient ways such as external
fields and temperature is highly desirable to drive a BI into a
TI. These ways would be very important for both potential
device applications and basic physics.

In this letter, we demonstrate theoretically that a BI can
be driven into a TI by tuning external electric field in
CdTe /Hg1−xCdxTe /CdTe QWs based on the self-consistent
calculation of the eight-band Kane model and the Poisson
equation. We demonstrate electric field can change the inter-
band coupling significantly and consequently leads to strong
variations in the band structures, i.e., therefore leads to the
quantum phase transition from a BI to a TI. We also show
phase diagrams at plenty of parameters and consider the tem-
perature effect on the phase transition. One can see that the
critical gate voltage of external phase transition can be re-
duced at high temperature, small Cd composition and thick
thickness of well. Our results could be useful in finding
the optimized parameters to realize the phase transition in
experiment.

We consider a CdTe /Hg1−xCdxTe /CdTe QW grown
along the �001� direction �see Fig. 1�a��. The axis x, y, and z
is chosen to be along �100�, �010�, and �001�, respectively.
Within the envelope function approximation, the Kane model
is a good starting point for systems with strong interband
coupling.7,8 When an external voltage is applied perpendicu-
lar to the QW plane �at the two sides of the QW�, electrons
inside the QW will redistribute due to the effect of the elec-
tric field. The charge redistribution induces an internal elec-
tric field, which affects the charge density distribution, there-
fore we need to solve the eight-band Kane model and the
Poisson equation self-consistently.

The total Hamiltonian becomes H�k��=Hk�k��−eVin�z�
+eVex�z�. The subband dispersions and the corresponding
eigenstates are obtained from the Schrödinger equation
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Self-consistently calculated band profiles �T=0 K�
�a� and energy dispersion �c� of a symmetrically doped CdTe
�20 nm� /Hg0.88Cd0.12Te �20 nm�/CdTe �20 nm� QW without external gate
voltage. �b� and �d� are the same as �a� and �c� but with gate voltage Uex

=0.5 V between the top and bottom gates. The red solid and blue dashed
curves in �a� and �b� denote the probability distributions of the states of the
highest valence subband and lowest conduction subband, respectively. The
doping density is Nd=5�1011 cm−2.
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H�k����s�k��� = Es�k����s�k��� , �1�

where s is the index of the subband and ��s�k���
=exp�ik� ·����1

s�z� ,�2
s�z� , . . . ,�8

s�z��T is the envelope func-
tion. We solve the Schrödinger equation by expanding �n

s by
a series of plane waves.9–11 In our calculation, N�30 is good
enough to get convergent results.

The internal electrostatic potential Vin�z� is determined
by the Poisson equation

d

dz
��z�

d

dz
Vin�z� = �h�z� − �e�z� + NdD�z� , �2�

where �e�z� and �h�z� are, respectively, the charge density of
electrons and holes and ��z� is the static dielectric constant.
Nd is the ionized donors density and D�z� is the distribution
function of the impurities. In this paper, D�z� is assumed to
be a exponentially decayed function. For simplicity, we take
T=0 K and the axial approximation in the self-consistent
procedure. The Fermi level EF is determined by the charge
neutrality condition 	0

L��e�z�−�h�z��dz=Nd, where L
=LHgCdTe+2LCdTe is the total width of barriers and QW. The
thickness of CdTe barrier LCdTe is fixed at 20 nm.

While the external electrostatic potential Vex�z� can be
determined by d / dz��z�d / dzVex�z�=0, and the boundary
condition 	0

L��z�d / dzVex�z�=�0Uex. Uex is the external volt-
age which could be applied on the top and bottom gate at the
two sides of the QW.

In Table I we list the band parameters used in our
calculation.12,13 The Kane parameters of Hg1−xCdxTe can be
assumed to be x-independent,12 since the band structure de-
pendence on the Cd composition x caused mainly by the
variation in the band gap Eg. Moreover, the band gap Eg of
Hg1−xCdxTe can be obtained in the previous work.14

In Figs. 1�a� and 1�b� we show the self-consistently cal-
culated band profiles of CdTe /Hg0.88Cd0.12Te /CdTe QW
with and without external electric field. The strong interband
coupling makes the quantum states near the gap in
CdTe /Hg1−xCdxTe /CdTe QWs very different from those in
conventional semiconductor QWs. This can be seen clearly
from the wave function distributions of carriers. For the nor-
mal band structure, the probability of the highest valence
subband state localizes at the center of the QW, while the
probability of lowest conduction subband state is more local-
ized in the vicinity of the sides of the QW �see the red solid
and blue dashed curves in Fig. 1�a��. This is because the

main component of the lowest conduction subband state for
the normal band structure is electron and it couples strongly
with the light-hole component even at k� =0, while the main
component of the highest valence subband state is heavy-
hole and it decouples with the other components at k� =0.
When an external gate voltage is applied, the band structure
changes from the normal band structure to the inverted band
structure, and the probability distributions of the lowest con-
duction subband and highest valence subband states ex-
change �see the red and blue curves in Fig. 1�b��. In Figs.
1�c� and 1�d� we plot the corresponding band structures of
CdTe /Hg1−xCdxTe /CdT QWs with and without electric
field. We demonstrate clearly that electric field can change
the interband coupling significantly and consequently leads
to strong variations in the band structures, i.e., the variation
from the normal band structure to the inverted band struc-
ture. Due to the enhanced interband coupling, the lowest
conduction subbands and the highest valence subbands ex-
hibit a strong anticrossing behavior and open a mini hybrid-
ized gap at a finite k� in the case of the inverted band struc-
ture. The edge states will appear if a lateral confinement is
applied to this QW with the inverted band structure. Our
numerical results demonstrate that a normal insulator indeed
can be driven into a TI electrically.

Next, we turn to discuss how electric fields affect the
band gap of QWs. Figure 2 shows that the band gap of
CdTe /Hg1−xCdxTe /CdTe QW as a function of the external
gate voltage for QWs with different thicknesses of well and
Cd compositions. In thin CdTe /Hg1−xCdxTe /CdTe QWs
without external electric fields, the quantum confinement ef-
fect can push the lowest conduction subbands to higher en-
ergy and therefore the QW exhibits the normal band struc-
ture. From this figure, one can see clearly that for a certain
Cd composition and thickness of well, the band gap of QW
can be reduced into the negative value by tuning external
voltages. Increasing the Cd composition or decreasing the
thickness of the Hg1−xCdxTe well, the band gap of unbiased
CdTe /Hg1−xCdxTe /Cd QW would be enlarged so one needs
larger gate voltage to drive this BI to the TI.

In Fig. 3�a� we plot the phase diagram as function of the

TABLE I. Band structure parameters of Hg1−xCdxTe �Ref. 12� and CdTe
�Ref. 13� used in the Kane Hamiltonian.

Eg

�eV�
�

�eV�
Ep

�eV� F �1 �2 �3 �

Hg1−xCdxTe 1.0 19.0 �0.8 3.3 0.1 0.9 21
CdTe 1.606 0.91 18.8 �0.09 1.47 �0.28 0.03 10.4
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Band gap of CdTe /Hg1−xCdxTe /CdTe QW �T
=0 K� as a function of external gate voltage for different thickness of
Hg1−xCdxTe well and the composition of Cd in Hg1−xCdxTe alloy.
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FIG. 3. The critical gate voltage as function of �a� the thickness of well and
�b� the composition of Cd for different CdTe /Hg1−xCdxTe /CdTe QWs at
T=0 K.
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gate voltage �equivalently electric field� and the thickness of
QWs for different compositions of Cd atoms at T=0 K. For
a given QW with a fixed Cd composition and thickness of
QW, a quantum phase transition between a BI and a TI takes
place when the applied voltage is larger than a critical volt-
age. One see that higher voltage is needed to induce the
transition in narrow QWs for a fixed composition. For a fixed
thickness of the QW, the transition is more easily induced at
small compositions. Figure 3�b� displays the phase diagram
as function of the gate voltage and the Cd compositions.
With increasing the external voltage, the QSH states can
even be found for high composition x. For wider QWs, one
can see that it is more easily to drive a normal BI into a TI.
From Fig. 3, we find that the thickness of well to maintain
the QW in TI phase cannot be less than 13 nm when the Cd
composition in Hg1−xCdxTe well is smaller than 0.08, and
hardly possible to see the quantum phase transition driven by
external electric field since the boundary of phase diagram
almost does not change with increasing the gate voltage. No-
tice that a very large electrical field can also lead to the leaky
of electrons out of the QWs because of quantum confinement
of QW.

Finally, we will discuss the temperature effect on the
transition between the BI and the TI. Since the bulk band gap
of Hg1−xCdxTe varies with increasing temperature, the phase
diagram will be very different from that at T=0. Figure 4�a�

shows the critical thickness of well of the phase transition
increase rapidly �without external gate voltage� with increas-
ing temperature. Take the CdTe/HgTe/CdTe QW �x=0�, for
example, the thickness of the QW varies from 6.7 to 18.5 nm
when temperature increase from 0 to 300 K. Such great
change indicates that temperature is a significant factor of the
phase transition between BI and the TI in these QWs. Fig-
ures 4�b� and 4�c� shows that the critical voltage would in-
crease with increasing temperature for QWs with fixed Cd
compositions and thickness of well. Decreasing the Cd com-
position or increasing the thickness of well would make the
phase transition possibly occurs at higher temperature and
smaller gate voltage. One can see from the panel �b� that at
T=300 K, it is possible to drive a CdTe /Hg1−xCdxTe /CdTe
QW with x=0.02 and 20 nm well width at the voltage be-
tween the top and bottom gates Uex=0.4 V.

We demonstrate theoretically that external electric field
and temperature can drive a quantum phase transition be-
tween a BI and a TI in CdTe /Hg1−xCdxTe /CdTe QWs. It
provides us an efficient way to drive the BI into the TI. Our
theoretical result is interesting both from the basic physics
and potential application of the spintronic devices based on
this TI system.
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FIG. 4. �a� The critical thickness of well as function of temperature for
CdTe /Hg1−xCdxTe /CdTe QWs with different Cd composition without ex-
ternal gate voltage. �b� The critical gate voltage as function of temperature
for QWs with fixed thickness �20 nm well� and different Cd composition.
The same as �b� but for QWs with fixed Cd composition x=0.10 and differ-
ent thickness of well.
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